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A photo story



Does anyone celebrate the Christmas underwater? Of 
course! More details about it in our funny photo-story.
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All of us love Christmas  
and, of course,  

Christmas trees.  
Everyone knows that Christ-

mas trees can be  
of three types — natural,



…artificial,



…and
unpre

dictable.



There are also many different 
Christmas tree “mutants”.



In a word, the land is clear  
for us for that matter. 

And what about underwater Christmas 
and Christmas trees?



To answer this question,  
let’s have a look into the sea.



Well, they have 
Christmas 

trees of their 
own. And 

obviously they 
can be 

artificial,



…natural,



…and
sometimes 

even with 
Christmas 

decorations



There is only one candidate for the 
role of Santa underwater,  

and no one is going to dispute this.



As for Fairies,  
sometimes  

there are  
several  

questions…



Some of the underwater  
disputes on this issue are settled 
in a peaceful and civilized way, 



...whereas others finish with 
small scuffles.



You can find an abundance of 
absolutely free garlands underwater,



...serpentine streamers,



…confetti of various colors, and…



…stylish
Christmas masks.



Apart from all of that, there are many 
different beautiful Christmas toys…



…and decorations.



At this time of the year,  
local underwater theater 

presents different…



…Christmas
shows, 



…with
famous 
actors,



…and just funny clowns.



Rest assured, you will be kindly 
offered a comfortable nonslip 

seat in the front row.



Moreover, at the end of the holiday you 
will be given a bag full of tasty gifts.



And,  
of course, 
a nice  
souvenir!



So, welcome to underwater Christmas! 
Just one piece of advice in conclusion…



At the end of the holiday, you had better to 
express your gratitude for the hospitality   
to the Fairy. She will convey your thanks 

to Santa herself…



So, that’s all. Now let’s think 
together where to celebrate  

the following Christmas.
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Of course! 

More details about it  
in our funny photo-story.
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Does anyone celebrate the 
Christmas underwater?




